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EDITORIAL
This Calendar opens with a rather super epilogue
to the editorial of its predecessor. The concentration over all the years of the marathon resuscitation
of the Art Gallery has been on adding to and
refurbishing a basically sound building, albeit one
that might have collapsed in a spectacular manner
if too many people wanted to look at pictures at the
same time. The name 'Sam Wilson Galleries'as
been through a gradual metamorphosis during the
same period to become 'Phase IV'hat a dull
designation, even if it merely represents the tense
terminology of our day and does positively imply
that there were three phases ahead of it which of
course we now know have been successfully
completed and Royally opened.
Just before Christmas it was announced to the
press and everybody else that Phase IV was to be
realized and that it would have a real name againthe 'Visual Arts Centre'
terribly r98os still, but
it may provide material for future socio-art
historians to work on. The area we are talking
about was once Mr Thomas Edmondson's warehouse and was bought by the city to house the Sam
Wilson collection in the r9zos. Much ot this
donor's precious accumulation, including the huge
Brangwyns and the massive chimneypiece
by
Alfred Gilbert, is now displayed in one of the
refurbished galleries in the main building specially
dedicated to it. Many observers think that it has
never looked better or more complete in summing
up the taste of a man who knew a good deal more
about art than he was given credit for only a few
years ago. This warehouse, which has gradually
become derelict, is at the north end of the Art
Gallery site and is now to be entirely rebuilt.
Its main access will be from the Bernard and
Lucy Lyons galleries and immediately on entry the
as
concept of the new building will be expressed
architects put it. Visitors will find themselves in a
large low area with chairs and tables, the main
focal point of which will be the spine staircase
running from the basement to the roof giving
access to each floor and providing a light well, thus
inducing a sense of vertical space. As this
hypothetical visitor, sometimes known as the man
in the street, beholds the scene before him he
should be aware of an inviting door facing him,
slightly to his left, leading into the watercolour

—

—

room where a frequently changing selection of
these delicate delectables will always be displayed.
Once inside he will see another door into the large
new Print Room where all the rest of the drawings,
watercolours and prints will be readily accessible
when asked for. This promises to be not only a
businesslike and pleasant room in which some of
Leeds's most precious possessions may be enjoyed
but will
probably with the help of a curator
also release the whole of the Art Library at the
south end of the complex for the enormous number
of books which have been discerningly purchased
since the combined Print Room and Art Library
was set up nearly a quarter of a century ago. On the
other hand this imaginary visitor, according to his
tastes and physical needs, may be more attracted by
the vista slightly to his right. This will focus on the
cafe, brightly lit by a corner window stretching up
to the next floor. Also on this level will be large
rooms set aside for the Picture Lending Scheme.
Without delving too deeply into the history of this
Leeds enterprise it is worth recalling that, with the
aid of a Gulbenkian Foundation Grant, it was
launched in the very early sixties. Once enough
stock, mainly of paintings and original contemporary prints, had been purchased people could come
and borrow them for a nominal fee. It went like a
bomb and soon there was a waiting list
its
success shook even those curators who believed
most passionately in it. Research was done into
why people liked the idea and what sort of pictures
were most popular. There were some fascinating
answers: doctors and dentists borrowed pictures
for their wating rooms to soothe or stimulate their
patients
either way to take their minds off their
illnesses. Modern/difficult art, call it what you will,
was in demand because borrowers were curious
about it and wondered how they would react if it
was on their own walls without obligation, as it
were. There is no doubt at all that the appreciation
and understanding of the art of our day, in all its
myriad forms, was greatly helped by the scheme.
With the decline of the old Gallery in the yos and its
final closing at the beginning of r98o, chronic lack
of funding each year to buy new pictures with
which to titillate our customers and perhaps above
all lack of space for storage and display of what
was available to borrowers the PPLS (Public

—
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Picture Lending Scheme) ebbed. Now in the Visual
Arts Centre will be a specially designed unit
on
the ground floor for maximum accessibility and
minimum of stairs
where all the pictures 'in't a
particular time may be seen either from racks or
displayed on the walls above them. Probably the
old transparency
drum will still be useful to
borrowers as a clue to what they could have had if
it had not been 'out'n loan to someone else when
they called.
In a large part of the basement, hopefully
running under the main building as well as within
the new one, will be the reserve collection of oil
paintings and sculpture
nearly everything in fact
that is not on show somewhere above ground. The
theory being that as much as possible of what is
publically owned should always be accessible on
demand or at least at regular times
much will
like the ceramic collection
depend on staff levels
housed on the Smithfield floor at Temple Newsam.
Having relished the labyrinthian reserve or completed a pilgrimage to see a loved picture our man
(or woman or course), who by now is far from
being in the street, can make his or her way up the
spine stairs to the first floor to enjoy the balconies
looking down on part of the cafe. Here it is
intended to put on special displays of works of art
plus explanatory material for those who find it
in public and private collections.
helpful
Adjacent will be exhibition rooms of flexible size
and shape where all manner of temporary shows
may be mounted including, and this is most
those of photographic
clubs and
important,
amateur art societies. On this floor too will be the
lower part of a large children's area.
And so, again via the spine stairs, to the roof
garden which will have direct access from the main
building through the new Sam Wilson gallery. Part
of this will be roofed in to provide the upper level of
the children's quarters. The basic philosophy
behind allocating so much space to young people,
whether they come in shoals (alias school parties)
or as individuals, is that the best way to appreciate
visual art is to keep looking at it
this implies
making access to it as easy as possible. Memories of
childhood give the first clue and curatorial
experience with children over many years now
confirms, what may be very obvious to the erudite,
that the habit of looking leads to critical appraisal,
in turn an essential ingredient of mental maturity.
Then there is the vital point that experience of
the creative impulses latent, and sometimes just waiting to blossom, in all of us. Hence

—

—

—

—
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the setting aside of spaces where the young
if
only at heart
may make their own pictures and
sculptures without being inhibited by having to be
quiet and tidy up all the time. How lucky the
youthful people of Leeds are to have so large a
treasure chest to delve into. The main galleries
must remain peaceful for the sake of the contemplative, a somewhat downtrodden
minority
these days when everything, including religion, has
to be popularized and made noisy before anyone
takes notice of it.
The Visual Arts Centre will also contain all the
paraphernalia; stores, workshops, a loading bay
and goods lift as well as mess room and offices
necessary for the efficient running of a great Art
Gallery with a rolling programme of major and
minor exhibitions. The snag is the constrictions of
the site which is not all that big for what we want to
put in it. However, the new building will be
constructed in such a way that the internal spaces
may be adjusted without major surgery as demands
for this or that activity wax or wane. Who knows
with a new venture what people want most.
All members and the interested public will know
by now that this fourth and completing stage of the
master plan for the Art Gallery has been made
possible by The Henry Moore Foundation. This
body, which has already done so much for Leeds
with the blessing of the sculptor himself, has set up
a new charitable trust through which it will
allocate Z6oo,ooo to the city towards the construction of the Centre. The trust is prepared also to
make annual grants to further the aims of The
Henry Moore Centre for the Study of Sculpture
and thereby ensure, as far as is humanly possible,
that the highest standards of curatorship, research,
teaching and all the rest of it are kept up. An
additional bonus is that the Trust will enable other
benefactors, through it, to make financial contributions to these great new opportunities which
have opened up in Leeds. There is indeed much to
exploit and new fields are ready to plough and sow.
The completion of this metamorphosis of the
Sam Wilson Galleries into a Visual Arts Centre
inevitably evokes memories. Mr Edmondson's
warehouse has been politically as well as physically
at risk for years probably because so few
councillors or officials, who thought about it at all,
could believe that it had a future or could
appreciate the critical importance of its geographical position. It seems incredible now that in the
early r 96os a large part of the building was nearly
demolished to construct an enormous boiler house

to heat all the surrounding buildings. The site was
chosen and the scheme developed it seems for
convenience. Even more unpurely plumbing
believable is that it went through all the necessary
stages and was accepted by the City Council before
the Libraries and Arts Committee became aware of
it. Even the City Architect of the day and the
Director of Art Galleries knew nothing of it. The
alarm was raised and full emergency measures
taken only when little men appeared to measure up
the premises
and on interrogation
naively
explained their presence with a cock-and-bull story
they obviously believed. The situation was only
just saved when it dawned on somebody that there
would be an enormous metal chimney sticking high
above the library building presumably belching
puffs of black smoke to emphasize its function and
that this would not be a suitable eyecatcher for the
main street of the city. Perhaps the most extraordinary part of this episode was that everybody
was so nice about it all. The monstrous spectre
nearly became only too real by slipping through the
bureaucratic safety net. Praise for bureaucracy?—
no comment. This is only the most spectacular of
the many indignities which have faced the building
in the last twenty-five years.
The new Art Gallery has spent its first four
months thriving. The opening exhibitions, 'Henry
Moore'nd 'Dutch Pictures', were splendid and
well received by all and sundry so little more n ed
be said of them here. One very important and
significant gift to The Henry Moore Centre for the
Study of Sculpture, the Thornycroft Archive, must
be recorded. This consists of preparatory drawings, sketchbooks and diaries made by the sculptor
along with the correspondence he had with all
manner of interesting people, including patrons
and other artists. All this valuable material
presented by Mrs Elfrida Manning, the sculptor'

daughter, has been carefully catalogued and placed
in solander boxes by a band of our devoted
volunteers. Such generosity has certainly set the
Study Centre off on the right foot and so the private
view of the Thornycroft exhibition in March,
attended by Mrs Manning and many of her clan,
was very much a double celebration. Her book,
Marble and Bronze
The Art and Life of Hamo
Thornycroft, was published in association with the
Study Centre.
Temple Newsam must be mentioned in this
editorial, for t98g marks the sixtieth anniversary
of the house being opened to the public after its
purchase by Leeds Corporation the year before. To
celebrate the occasion Anthony Wells-Cole is
organizing an exhibition, during September and
October, of historic wallpapers from Temple
Newsam and other English houses. Work on this
subject has been going on for a very long time and
the results should be fascinating.
Not to leave Lotherton Hall out: Peter Walton
and Michael Sheppard are putting on an exhibi83', to be
tion, 'Ten Years of British Fashion t 9pg —
held from April to November. This will demonstrate how we have progressed during the first
decade of collecting in this popular field. Also to
emphasize the riches of the permanent collection
an exhibition of Leeds Pottery zygo —z83o will be
shown in the house this summer.
Finally the very pleasant business of welcoming a
new member of staff. Leslie Buckingham, Senior
Assistant Keeper (Education) started work in Leeds
on x March. We hope he will have a thoroughly
happy and creative time here. Few of his colleagues
have arrived on the scene at moments more
pregnant with opportunities. All is set for new
educational thrusts including, let it once more be
mentioned, the great potential represented by the
Visual Arts Centre.

—

THE HISTORICAL LANDSCAPES
OF COLTON AND NEWSAM
BOB YARWOOD

Many visitors to Temple Newsam will be familiar
with Kip's engraving of the house surrounded by
long, straight tree-lined avenues and extensive
formal gardens.'hortly
after this prospect was
completed in l 699 fashion changed and much of
the park around the house was landscaped in
keeping with the new spirit of romanticism. This
culminated in the work of Lancelot Brown in the
ry6os, and some appreciation of his rural vistas
can still be gained from the house today, although
his work is much altered by the intrusion of
modern industry.
Such a dramatic change to the landscape in the
eighteenth century was brought about principally
for its aesthetic appeal. In contrast we might
suggest several other processes which result in
change to the landscape. First is the normally slow
change effected by the natural processes of
geological and climatic evolution. The remaining
two cases result from man's activities, one perhaps
characterized before c. oooo Bc by early prehistoric
man, who existed as a part of the landscape one
might say, and whose influence upon it was
brought about in an unconscious manner. The
other, typical of all later societies, is a conscious
adaptation of the land to their own economic
benefit. In the early prehistoric period, following
the retreat of the glacier higher up the Aire valley,
the natural landscape of Temple Newsam was
oak and birch
probably one of predominantly
woodland with much carr and marsh by the river
where the gentle slopes of the coal measures meet
the broad river valley. The activities of Mesolithic
man in this area are evidenced only by finds of flint
tools and flakes and include a possible settlement
site on the gravel terraces near the Aire (M on

Fig. t).~
From c. oooo Bc onwards our knowledge of the
changing landscape is equally scanty until the
Roman period. Illustrated only by stray finds of
stone and, later, metal artefacts and by few
monuments, it can only be assumed that increasing
adaptation of the land to a farming economy

followed a pattern in West Yorkshire similar to
that found elsewhere in the country. By the

millennium
beginning c.goo sc however, this
picture is very different. Several hundred sites of
settlements, farms, roads and field systems have
been located in the county and whilst our
reconstructed map of the landscape in this period is
still fragmentary, there is sufficient detail to suggest
that the eastern half of the county at least was
extensively cleared and farmed. The evidence lies
in the form of
mainly in aerial photographs
cropmarks, lines of richer growth in the cereal
crops of modern fields, over the ploughed-out
ditches of these earlier farms and fields. Finds of
querns, hand millstones, and the identification of
probable grain storage pits on excavated sites
suggest that arable as well as pastoral farming
played an important role during the Iron Age and
Roman periods.
One such farm site, just to the east of Temple
Newsam by Bullerthorpe Lane, shows clearly on
aerial photographs (Fig. z). The lines of darker
green corn against the ripening crop of the
remainder of the field are growing over the ditches
of a small square enclosure, which in all probability
surrounded the site of a small Romano-British
farm. Faint traces of the ditches on either side of
access lanes are also visible. This site survived as an
earthwork into the Middle Ages, if not later, when
the area in which it lies was named Castle Hill
(Fig. r), probably an allusion to the banks and
ditches whose purpose was long forgotten. Recent
excavation of a well inside a similar enclosure just
south of the River Aire (R on Fig. t) showed that it
was filled in during the late fourth century AD. The
insect and plant remains found there suggest a farm
situated in a predominantly
open landscape,
dependent on both corn growing and stock rearing
for its livelihood.
While this pattern of small farms, together with a
few larger native settlements and some Roman
military sites, can be traced for a considerable area
around Temple Newsam, the extent to which
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pastures, meadows and woodland each
contributed to the landscape is still unknown. Also
hidden from us, because of the fragmentary
evidence and our incomplete knowledge of later
landscapes, is the extent to which the existing
landscape at any one time influenced and constrained subsequent developments. A degree of
continuity, whereby the land is gradually adapted
and modified to suit new needs, may seem
reasonable but more substantial evidence of this is
required for West Yorkshire.
One example of continued use of a landscape
feature, albeit for changing purposes, comes from
Temple Newsam during the Dark Ages. It is to this
period following the decline of Roman civilization,
before the annexation of the area by Northumbria
in the early seventh century, that the linear
earthwork known as Grim's Ditch is tentatively
attributed (Fig. t).4 Possibly constructed as a
defence or boundary line, this great bank and ditch
runs from near Swillington Bridge on the River
Aire northwards to Whinmoor. It was still plainly
visible in the medieval and later landscape and
figured prominently in boundary disputes between
and
Newsam
in
the
Swillington
Temple
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.s Marching
fields,

across a large open area of common land (Colton
Moor, Brown Moor, Swillington Common) in
which perhaps there had been no real need for a

well defined boundary until the enclosures and
increased pressure on land, it was an obvious
candidate for one party or the other to claim as a
boundary. Parts of Grim's Ditch are still upstanding today especially to the west of Bullerthorpe
Lane opposite Castle Hill (Figs r, 2,, and 5) where,
once again, its existence is to be taken into account
in the proposed Colton developments.
Relatively little is known of the settlement and
landscape of West Yorkshire through the remainder of the Dark Ages and it is only with the
Domesday Survey followed by the more abundant
documentary sources of the high Middle Ages that
we are able to piece together a picture of later
landscapes. Even then the detail obtained is subject
to the chance survival of records produced for quite
different purposes, supplemented occasionally by
archaeological excavation of the remnants and
detritus of former settlements.
In ro86 Colton and Newsam were separate
townships or vills which, together with some
adjacent territory, were united into one township,
Temple Newsam, after their acquisition by the

3 Sketch map of Newsam Green c. r y ao. Drawn up for legal actions concerning
common rights on the Green, it shows not only the individual houses but other names
and topographical detail of the locality

Knights Templar in the twelfth century.
The
Templar preceptory was established at or near the
site of Temple Thorpe Farm (Fig. t) and shortly
after the suppression of the Templars, in t 3 r t, it
included a chapel, kitchen, chamber, hall, granary
and barns.7 It is quite possible that there was also a
water mill; certainly one existed by this site in
t Sop and t6zo. Apart from the preceptory, the
principal settlements through the Middle Ages
were the villages of Colton and Newsam (Fig. r).
Colton occupied the area on either side of the
southern end of Park Road whereas the modern
village has spread northwards on to lands which
formerly belonged to the North Field and Colton
Common. The medieval village shrank in size
sometime before the seventeenth century and the
earthworks of former house sites and yards can

now be seen in the grass fields between the later
housing at the southern end of Colton and in the
field beyond Park
identity of the site of Newsam village has
been in doubt but several records have now been
found which suggest that the village merely
underwent a slight change of name and is probably
the settlement later known as Newsam Green. We
know that Newsam township had twelve houses in
IySy" and a sketch map of Newsam Green c. t yzo
(Fig. 3)'hows eleven houses round the Green at
that date. A number of later references support this
identification though none of them offer conclusive
Green also
Colton, Newsam
decreased in size after tpzo and until the recent
opencast work started, earthworks were visible in
this village also.
Farm.'he

proof.'ike

aI

%%yi ji jg

4 Excavations at Colton. The post holes of two superimposed single-aisled peasant

houses, looking west

Having tentatively established the locations of
the principal settlements we can now turn to the
appearance of the medieval landscape in more
detail. Firstly, the buildings themselves, like nearly
all domestic architecture of the Middle Ages in
West Yorkshire, will almost certainly have been
timber-framed
structures. Documentary records
together with the evidence of surviving late
medieval buildings have provided ample proof of
was therefore most fortunate that an
arose recently to investigate the
opportunity
medieval peasant housing in Colton more closely
excavation.'hen digging
by archaeological
ahead of the laying of a new main sewer, the
excavations revealed the post holes and stake holes
of a single-aisled house five bays in length. The
walls were probably of timber studs infilled with
mud or daub, and the roof thatched. This structure
was overlain by a second single-aisled house on the
same alignment as the first, probably six bays long
and shifted slightly to the west (Fig. 4). These
houses were both approximately
t4 m long by

this.'t

7.5 m wide and were dated by the pottery
associated with them to the late twelfth or early
thirteenth century. These conclusions are regarded
as tentative but if correct they provide the earliest
examples of this type of structure which is known
to have been quite common in the Pennine region
by the fifteenth
with the principal settlements was a
territory providing the necessary resources for a
mixed farming economy, including arable fields,
pastures, meadow and woodland. The territorial
boundaries of parts of Colton and Newsam are
well defined in a number of descriptions dating
from the fifteenth century to those shown on the
first edition 6 in Ordnance Survey maps c. z85o.t7
Examples of two boundary descriptions are given
here, both of the same part of Newsam and written
more than goo years apart (see also Figs z and g):
century.'ssociated

t457

Beginning at the meadou (s) ofSwynyng and from those
meadows to the west of Steyndyr and from there by the

bounds to le Oldwatir and from there by the west side of
Ollerkar and from that bound called Ollerkar by the
fence to le bekbrig(?) and from that place to the running
stream between the upper pasture and the field of
Newsam aforesaid and from there by the side of the same
stream to the field of Colton and a place there called
(Quarrel?) and from that place by the side of
Taddokwell(?) to the corner of Edershaw and from that
corner by the side of a stream to le Mikeldyk and then by
the side of Mikeldyk to lez pypi ttes and from the same
pypi ttes to le (Dean hole?) and from that place to the
meadow of Swylyngton aforesaid.

r775

The particular boundary of Newsam Hamlett. Begins att
Swillington meadows, thence to the west parte of
Steanard, thence by the west side of Ellerker, thence by
the hedge to the beck bridge, thence to the Riverlett
runninge on the upper pasture... Feild of Newsum and
by the side of the said Riverlett to Colton Feild, thence to
the corner of Eddershau e, thence by the side of the said
Riverlett to Mickledike and by the side of Mickledike to
Pypitts, thence to Deane hole, and by the south side of
Neu sam Greene to Swillington meadowes.

The detail given in descriptions such as these,
supplemented
by later maps of the area, other
documents and fieldwork, provides a wealth of
information for reconstruction of the medieval
landscape. Space permits only one or two
examples; first the beck bridge which was probably
located on one of the streams running down to the
river between
Temple Newsam
House and
Newsam Green. It lies before Newsam Field whose
location can be identified from the zgSo Ordnance
Survey map, and possibly therefore on Pontefract
Lane, an ancient routeway. If we now turn to the
records of a dispute in r 69m concerning the status
of Pontefract
find sketch maps and
descriptions of one part in particular where there
was
an old bridge... soo broke that they used
to lye stones at the end to make itt passable to gett
over and sometymes when they came there durst
not venture over but turned back and asked leave
to goe throw Mr Booths fold and so gett beyond the
bridge...'. This bridge, sometimes called the mill
bridge, can be located to the east of Temple Thorpe
Farm and would fit a required location for the beck
bridge. Secondly, the boundary descriptions refer
variously
to fields (i.e. arable), pastures,
quarries(?), Grim's Ditch (le Mikeldyk) and so on,
again allowing important components
of the
landscape to be identified.
Within the territories of Colton and Newsam in
the Middle Ages then, we find the arable fields
(divided into furlongs and strips) lying adjacent to

'...

Lane'e

the villages, the pastures on the higher ground
around the site of Temple Newsam House, the
meadows, as expected, on the flatter ground by the
river, and a large area of common land to the east.
A survey of zzgS'nd various accounts, extents
and inquiries
of the fourteenth century add
further detail to the landscape. Although the
preceptory was in ruins by z3y7, the manorial
economy continued and apparently included sheep
farming as a major element. Three water mills, one
of them for fulling cloth (in r z8S at least), existed
in Newsam, and a fishery was maintained in the
River Aire. An inquiry into waste in zg3S notes
seven houses wasted in the recent past and,
illustrating the importance of timber at this time,
the sale or disposal of zoo oaks and 7o ash trees
together with three lots of woodland.
The
customary services owed by the tenants, the
amounts of arable, meadow and pasture, and the
numbers of animals are all vividly described,
helping to produce not a static picture but a
landscape alive with the daily toil of the medieval
farmer.
Side by side with village life and manorial dues,
religion also made its presence felt. Colton and
Newsam both lay within the parish of Whitkirk
whose church, established before zo86, is situated
at the northern edge of Colton district. The church,
the villages themselves, the mills, fields and centres
such as the village meeting place, 'rovided the
focal points for the network of paths and tracks
which crossed the medieval landscape. It is these
rights of way which are frequently some of the
most persistent features of the landscape; rights
which were, and still are, jealously guarded in the
face of change. Temple Newsam is no exception;
the landscape continued to develop and with the
acquisition of the manor by Thomas Darcy a large
park was created c. z Soo with some of the
settlement being depopulated22 and the building of
the original great house which now belongs to the
and
city of Leeds. During the seventeenth
eighteenth centuries the houses of the villagers also
were rebuilt in brick and stone, including Park
Farm c. r 73 z which has been identified as the site
of Colton Hall mentioned as early as r 3 z2..24 From
this point on, particularly after the Ingram family
came into possession of the manor in r6z2,, the
estate papers and records survive in abundance.
A series of maps, beginning with a sketch map of
c. r6zo, allow the post-medieval landscape to be
more easily and adequately described than was
possible for earlier periods.
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5 Aerial photograph of the line of Grim's Ditch, viewed from the south. Snow lying in
the ditch marks the course of the dyke running due north and the line is then continued
by field boundaries
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One small map, illustrated here (Fig. 3), shows
Newsam Green in c. z yzo. Written records provide
evidence of a schoolhouse at the southern end of
the village here before z6z,o;
the stocks, the
pinfold for impounding stray animals and the butts
where archery was practised were all located on the
Green in the seventeenth
century. Industrial
activities in the same place included tenting of cloth
and brick making and turves and clay pits were dug
on the Green and by the stream. For many years the
Viscounts Irwin held horse races annually here
when temporary huts were erected.
such an
extent the village green was a centre for so many
aspects of work and of social life.
Although the abundant detail in these later
records precludes a full account of the whole
township
here, one feature is of particular

relevance to present day activities in Temple
Newsam. From the late seventeenth
century
onwards an increasing number of coal pits are
noted in the records. These pits, leased by the lords
of the manor, were scattered through the whole
landscape from the open fields of Halton and
Colton, through the park to Newsam Green
itself.
In such small enterprises we may see the
precursors of the twentieth-century giant opencast
coal sites to the south and south east of Temple
Newsam House. The mountains of spoil produced
by modern industry have not only transformed the
rural vistas of Brown's eighteenth-century
work,
but have also removed a significant part of the
historic landscape of Temple Newsam. We can
only hope that our reshaping of the landscape will
hold as much interest for future generations.
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THE ARMORIAL STAINED GLASS
AT TEMPLE NEWSAM
BRIAN SPRAKES

armorial stained and
The seventeenth-century
enamelled glass at Temple Newsam is now situated
in the top lights of the central bay of the Great Hall
in the south wing of the house. Documentary
evidence shows that most of the glass was formerly
in the chapel windows in the north wing, but it is
possible that part of it was painted in t 637 for the
Great Chamber which was situated directly above
the Great Hall. The south wing was completely
rebuilt by Frances Shepheard, Viscountess Irwin in
> 796 when Georgian sash windows were inserted.
These windows were subsequently altered again in
tgyy by Mrs Meynell Ingram who reintroduced
leaded lights. Photographs of the armorials were
taken in the early t9zos, presumably when in
storage for they were not in their present position
when the house was opened to the public in tyz3.
The fact that the armorials are leaded into the inner
scheme for
layer of a partial double-glazing
protection suggests that they were placed in the bay
recent time, but no
window in comparatively

record exists.
The glass itself seems, at first sight, to be of three
distinct periods and by three different hands, but
this is not completely the case, as will be shown.
The first group of three fits neatly into the left hand
splay of the window, one armorial in the head of
each light:

t The

arms of Richard FitzEustace, Constable of
Cheshire, and Albreda his wife, daughter and
heiress of Robert de Lacy of Pontefract.
Arms: Quarterly or and gules, overall a bend sable and a
label of 5 points argent, impaling quarterly or and gules.
The arms themselves incorporate pot metals and flashed
ruby. They look bright and garish row, but close
inspection reveals that they were originally covered with
a fern diaper pattern which would have toned down the
brightness of the colours. The arms are framed by a
strapwork cartouche surmounted by a coronet and is
painted wholly in enamels and yellow stain. The
cartouche is festooned with ribbons and swags of fruit to
either side, and in a panel underneath the arms is an
inscription written in black gothic lettering:

Ricardus filius Eustacii Cognorat hell
Constabulari Cestriae et Albreda de Lisores
uxor ei'aeres Roberti de Lascy

The whole of the above contained within an oval z3t/zin
X

t6in.

z A fragmentary panel, however the arms are almost
complete:
Quarterly
z FitzEustace.
De
z Gules seven voided lozenges conjoined or
Quincy.
Gules a cinquefoil ermine pierced of the field
Leicester.
De Monty Party indented argent and gules
fort.
Earldom of
5 Azure 3 garbs or (part missing)
Chester.
6 Clear glass patching.

—

—

Impaling
Argent a chief azure

—
—

—Chester.

The inscription is almost entirely broken out but the
t9zos photograph shows most of what is missing:
Edmundus de La(scy) Consta
bularius Ces(triae et) Alicia
de Salucis (uxor) eius

These are the arms of Edmund de Lacy of Pontefract, znd
Earl of Lincoln r r30-57.

The surrounding
cartouche is made up of pieces of
enamelled glass salvaged from the next set of armorials in
the middle lights of the bay, but incorporates a pair of
griffins'eads which are not identical to those found

later.

arms of Henry de Lacy of Pontefract,
t3tz) and Margaret
3rd Earl of Lincoln (tz5o —
and heiress of William
his wife, grand-daughter
Longspee Earl of Salisbury
Quarterly
De Lacy.
t Or a lion rampant purpure
z FitzEustace.
De Quincy.
y Leicester.
De Montfort.
6 Earldom of Chester.
3 The complete

—
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No. g. Arms of Henry de Lacy and Margaret Longspee.
Possibly painted by Barnard Dininghof, c. z6>3

IIvIW

Impaling

and y Azure 6 lions rampant or 3:z:I
Longspee.
z and 3 Gules 3 palets vair, on a chief or a lion
Pocell.
passant sable

—

7

Inscribed

t3 Ingram 5c Gruill: 9
(Sir Arthur

Inscription

Henricus de Lacy Comes
Lincolniae et Sarisburiae et
Margarita uxor eius
Comtissa Sarisburiae

gules, a chevron between in chief
z leopard's faces and in base a bugle horn argent.

—

of INGRAM
Ermine, on a fess gules three
escallops or.
Inscription
[The Paternall Coate of Ingram]

y The arms

The cartouche has purple and blue strapwork festooned
with leaves and fruit. Above the arms stands a small urn
in the shape of a human head with a shell-like head-dress
laden with yet more fruit. This is flanked by two birds
with blue and yellow plumage who feed on the fruit
(Type B).
5 INGRAM impaling sable on a bend argent a bend cotised

of the first and three eagles displayed
second.

of the

The inscription of this shield and all those following in
this group is made in two halves each with its own tiny
number:
y Ingram 5c

Inscribed

I I Ingram 5c Slyngesby: r r
(Sir Arthur Ingram the younger and his first wife Eleanor
Slingsby, Type B.)

Right hand splay:

—

9 Gules a bezant between 3 demi lions rampant, a
canton of baronetcy
BENNEr (broken and
patched with a quarter from a missing de Lacy
armorial of the first group) impaling INGRAM.
Inscribed

Iy Bennet 5c Ingram: Iy
(Sir Simon Bennet and his wife Elizabeth Ingram,
daughter of Sir Arthur Ingram the elder. Type c.)

The last pair of armorials in the window appear to
be later in date than the others. They are slightly
smaller than the second group measuring z6in x
r 8 in but take the form of a straightforward
armorial bearing with a helm above the arms
surmounted by the Ingram cockerel crest. Elaborate mantling fills the rest of the ovals except for the
name ribbons in the base. They are painted in
enamels, the predominant colour being the yellow
stain which has an orange hue.

to

Brown: y

(Sir Arthur Ingram 5c his first wife Susan Brown.)

The cartouche differs slightly from the last one; the
head-dress is larger and has griffins heads to either side.
The rose of England and the thistle of Scotland are
entwined in the strapwork which frames the arms
(Type c).

6 INGRAM impaling argent, on a bend gules cotised sable
3 horse shoes or.
Inscribed
Ingram 5c Ferres: 6

Ingram

and his third wife Mary Greville.
Type B.)

Ingram

8 INGRAM impaling

The second group of shields is contained in the five
central lights of the bay and the first light of the
right-hand splay, a total of six armorials out of
what was originally a much larger collection which
used at least three slightly differing designs for the
cartouches. The first type (Type A) was identified in
the fragmentary surround of the second armorial in
the first group, to this we now add Types B and c.
Unlike the first group the arms are executed in
enamels with the occasional use of flashed ruby.
These armorials measure z,8 in x r8in. Main
lights, left to right:

(Sir Arthur

sable, on a cross engrailed within a
border engrailed or 5 pellets.

INGRAM impaling

5c his second wife Alice Ferrers.
Type c).

II

Gules a chevron between g crosses botonny or,
impailing INGRAM. 'RIcH 5c INGRAM'n the
ribbon.
(Robert Rich, z,nd Earl of Holland and 5th
Earl of Warwick, and his wife Elizabeth
Ingram the daughter of Sir Arthur Ingram
the younger. They were married in r 6zr.)
INGRAM

between

argent a chevron gules
impaling
3 fleur-de-lys azure. INGRAM 5c

BELLASSES

.

(Sir Thomas Ingram
Arthur Ingram the
Frances Bellasis.)

r 6ry —
7z, son of Sir
elder, and his wife

The first mention of glass in the records at
Temple Newsam goes back to a date before Sir

r5

z No. q. Arms of Ingram, painted in York t6gy —3y.
Set in a Dutch surround iType sh bought in London r 6zz

x6

3 No. g. Arms of Sir Arthur Ingram and Susan Browne, painted in York r 633—37.
Set in a Dutch surround (Type c), bought in London r6z.2.

I7

Arthur Ingram actually bought the house. His first
country house was built in Sheriff Hutton Park,
and was known as the New Lodge or The Hunting
Lodge. Work was begun in x6xy. It is from this
house that we have a letter from the glazier Barnard
Dininghof who was also an architect and may have
designed the lodge itself. The letter dated xx
October x6x8 is addressed to the courtier Thomas
Lumsden who was contemplating the conversion
of the gatehouse at Sheriff Hutton Castle into a
private residence. Dininghof offered to carry out all
the building and glazing work and submitted plans
for consideration.2 He gave his address as the New
Lodge where he was then working. The receipt
which follows is relevant to that work:

the Crown, and this was to be his principal
residence. The west wing at Temple Newsam is the
only part remaining of Lord Darcies house, Sir
Arthur demolished the east wing and rebuilt the
south and north wings. One of the last parts to be
completed was the chapel in the basement of the
north-east corner which was being fitted out early
in x6gg. Matteon's accounts show clearly that the
'Dutch'lass in the chapel at New Lodge was
removed and installed in four large windows in the
chapel at Temple Newsam:

z Nov. x6x 8 Received by me Barnard Dininghof of
Follifoot glasier, 6f'n part of a greater sum of and for the
glasing of Sir Arthur Ingram's house at Sheriff Hutton.
Barnard Dininghof.

zx Jan x6yg. The glasier (Thomas Elwes)
about the glass at Sherriff Hutton 5c
x.
Templenewsam.

The New Lodge was completed in x6zx and is
described as a 'very fair new lodge of brick with a
fair garden enclosed in a brick wall', the house also
included a chapel, gallery, and a courtyard. Parts of
it still stand but with much alteration.
Barnard Dininghof was not simply a glazier, he
was a stained glass artist of the highest calibre. He
painted the superb armorial glass in the Great
Chamber at nearby Gilling Castle for the Fairfax
family. The glass is signed and dated x 585, and
there is also later work by Dininghof. This glass is
regarded as the finest armorial glass of its period in
the country.4 However, too much must not be read
into these records; there is no mention of painted
glass, and Dininghof did supply and fix plain
glazing when building from his own designs as his
letter to Lumsden plainly shows. It is perhaps
significant in this case, that in his receipt he
describes himself as 'glasier'ot glass-painter.
On xy October x6zz Sir Arthur wrote to his
steward at York, John Mattison, concerning three
chimney pieces he was sending from London. He
also directs that the Dutch glass and five of six cases
he was sending be sent to Sheriff Hutton.s
Presumably the last case and the chimney pieces
were to be installed in his house in York Minster
Close. There can be little doubt that this 'Dutch
glass'as stained and painted glass. Also in x6zz
Sir Arthur became the new owner of Sheriff Hutton
Castle, and a detailed plan signed by Dininghof
shows proposed large scale works to the castle
itself. Nothing came of this plan, for in the same
year Sir Arthur purchased Temple Newsam from

to Temple.
3o Mar x63y. Elwes, glasier for xr score foot
of white glass for y windows for

x

x8

9 Jan x63 5. Four men that carried y burthens
of glass coloured came from Sherriff
Hutton
Chapel.

zx Jan

to

Chapel

Templenewsam

g/-

x63g. To clear Tho Elwes, glasier his x

f

3. yd.

bills for taking chapel glass with y days

Templenewsam

Chapel

@ 5d ft

Kx.

fy. x9. od.

Later in the year more armorial glass was brought,
presumably from York. The fact that it was boxed
suggests that it may have been brand new:
q Aug

x63 5. Jo: Shepard the carrier for z boxes
with Glass arms

x g/-

In February x 636 there was a fire in the south wing
which was followed by reconstruction in some
rooms. A 'Great Chamber'as created above the
Great Hall, and the implication is that some
painted glass was installed in the windows to
complete the refurbishing:
xy May x63y. Ayres (carrier) for x box with
painted glass for Temple. weight 5st. xo

lbs.

r8 May x6y7. Thos Elwis, the glasier in part of
fy. xo. o. for making g cases of glass. K3. o. od.
od.'o/xo Jun x6gp. Elwis, glasier, for a sixth case of
glass to end (the work in the) Great
Chamber at Temple.

Kz. g.

Thomas Elwes is mentioned many times in the
accounts, either assembling and leading the glass in
the mullions,
or repairing glass after storm
damage. There is no suggestion that he ever painted
on glass. In August x 6g y he is joined by
Marmaduke Crosbie who is also simply described
as a glasier.

In z 796 there was a reorganization of the house;
the chapel was turned into a kitchen, and the
following year the complete rebuilding of the south
wing took place. The glass in the 'Great
either put into storage or placed elsewhere.
The glass in the kitchen stayed where it was and
was seen by T. D. Whittaker when he visited the
house in t8x6: 'In the windows of this room is a
long and curious series of armorial bearings from
the Lacies, the first Lords of this place, down to the
Ingrams. Degraded as their situation now is, they
might perhaps with more propriety be inserted in
the windows of the hall'. As we have seen, it was
some considerable time before this advice was
acted upon and the arms placed in their present
Chamber'as

posmon.
Not all of the arms were placed in the bay
window of the hall, as we can see, many of them
were broken and beyond repairs. The oldest glass
in the window would appear to be the armorials in
the second group (Nos 4 —
9) now in the central
lights of the bay. These are very probably the
'Dutch'rmorials bought in London in r6zz. As
we have seen from the numbering on the name
plates there must have been at least r4 in this
group, as the inscription on armorial No. 9 shows:
'
4 Bennet 5c Ingram: t 4'. This observation
pertains to the cartouches and surrounds only, the
arms themselves are later insertions as will be
shown.
The de Lacy arms (Nos z —
3) were the next to be
painted. These were commissioned specifically for
Temple Newsam, and again were part of a longer
series as Whittaker states. The arms of the Knights
Templars; Countess of Pembroke; Lord Darcy,
and the Earl of Lennox are all missing. It has been
suggested that these were painted in York, and
possibly the work of Barnard Dininghof. This may
be so. They would have been executed well after
the purchase of the house in r 6z z, but before r 636
in this
when pot metal became unavailable
attribution
to
slight
country. The hitherto
Dininghof is strengthened
by the fact that the
diaperwork on these shields is identical to that on
the Saville armorial in Weston-in-Wharfedale
church, attributed to Dininghof.

This leaves the last two armorials in the righthand splay (Nos to and r z) and the arms only from
the second group (Nos 4—
9) to be considered. Close
inspection shows that they are by the same hand,
and therefore again part of a longer set. The enamel
work with its distinctive orange hue, and the long
tailed ermine spots are identical. Further proof is
given by examination of the Ingram arms in shield
No. 5 where there is a 'ghost'f two fleur-de-lys
above the fess and behind the ermine spots. The
same thing occurs in shield No. 8 where a single
fleur-de-lys is silhouetted behind the ermine in the
base of the shield. These two pieces were originally
Bellasis shield (No. t t),
intended for the Ingram —
but were rejected, the fleur-de-lys erased, and
overpainted with ermine spots.
Previous writers have attributed these last two
complete armorials rather loosely on stylistic
grounds to the York glasspainter Henry
was painting from c. t66> until his death in
zyo9. This is far too late a date as study of the
heraldic devices in armorial No. to shows: the
marriage between Robert, Lord Rich and Elizabeth
Ingram took place in t64 t, and is the last marriage
to be commemorated in the glass as it stands. In
t649 he succeeded to the title of the Earl of
Holland after his father's execution. If the armorial
had been painted after that date the premier title
would have been inscribed on the ribbon, and an
Earl's coronet placed on the helm. The orange hue
is also consistent with an earlier date. Perhaps this
is the glass that was brought from York in May
the year of the marriage of Sir Thomas
t6gy
Ingram (third son of Sir Arthur the elder) to
Frances Bellasis. The last date that any work has
been attributed to Dininghof is December t6g6,
presumably he is dead, and so a new younger York
based glasspainter was commissioned to paint the
series, hence the typically English style employed."
The last Rich and Ingram armorial being added
upon their marriage in x 64t from the same artist
using the old cartoon.
As the dates show, it is perfectly possible that all
the above armorials were in the windows of
Temple Newsam on the day of the death of Sir
Arthur Ingram the elder in x 64z.
Gyles,'ho

—

4 No. xo. York glass, painted in x6yx to commemorate
of Robert Lord Rich to Elizabeth Ingram

the marriage

'o

commemorate the marriage
5 No. t r. York work painted in r 63
of Sir Thomas Ingram of Sheriff Hutton to Frances Bellasis

APPENDIX
Glaziers and Plumbers
Yorkshire.

working on Ingram property in

Edward Crofte

x6z3

Thomas Elwes

x634-39
x637-59

Marmaduke

Crosby

(Martin) Croft

x637

Thomas Buckton

x663-77

Charles Crosby

x690

of the above names appear in the x598—x74z
Ordinances of the York Guild of Glaziers and Plumbers
now in the Corning Museum of Glass, New York
(microfilm copies in York archives).
The following names are probably of local glaziers.
They worked at Temple Newsam only.
All

John Hind

x695

John Gray

x7o9

—x707
—zx

Joshua Snowdon

x7x5

Henry Reynolds

x737 4x
x743

Thomas Quayle
Plain glass was purchased
one entry in x636 which
bought two cases at Selby.
bought from James Fenton,

mainly in York, but there is
shows that Thomas Elwes
In x74o and x74x glass was
a dealer in London.

NOTES
x

a
3

4

6

Identification taken from Dr J. T. Brighton's unpublished
thesis 'The Enamel Glass Painters of York', p. 68.
Leeds Archives Department. TN/SH/A3/2..
Ibid.
Glasspainter
B. Sprakes. 'Baernard Dininckhoff-Armorial
Extraordinary. Part x', Journal of the British Society of
Master Class-Painters, xvxh No. a (x98x —
Sa), x9-37.
L. A. S. Pawson MSS 3: Green Index Book, Vol. a. M-z.
L. A. S. Pawson MSS x4: Steward's Accounts, Vol. z. x634-

4z.

7 T. D. Whittaker. Loidis and Elmete (Leeds, xgx6), p. x 38.
8 C. Gilbert, Leeds Art Calender, 5x (x963), xo.
9 J. T. Brighton, The Enamel Glass Painters of York, p. 65.

In x7o4 the York glasspainter
Henry Gyles was
commissioned to paint a window for the Ingram family
which was placed in Birdsall church. No trace of this
glass remains.
It is significant that the names of the glasspainters do
not appear in the York records. Neither Bernard
Dininghoff or Henry Gyles were members of the guild.
Another interesting entry in the Temple Newsam
papers is dated z5 March x 74r. A receipt for z5s. records
the purchase of 5oft of new plain glass from Richard
Peckitt of York. This raises the question as to whether he
was related to William Peckitt the most famous York
glasspainter, who was then aged eleven. Richard does not
appear in the Peckitt pedigree and it has always been
assumed that William, who was said to be self-taught,
had no connection with the glass trade. William Peckitt
did in fact paint glass for the Ingram family, as the
following entry in his Commission Book shows:

No. z4 Jan 7th For the Right Hon. Lord Viscount Irwin
x 756
for Whit(kirk) Church.
f.3
His Arms, Supporters, Crest etc 65. 5. o x
For Mrs Ingrham two horses Fx. x. o x
For Miss Ingrham a little Dog f x.x.o x
Nothing remains in either the house or the church.

xo C. Gilbert, Leeds Art Calender, 5 x (x 963), xo.
x x Perhaps this is the same artist who executed the Ingram arms
in the window of the chapel to Sir Arthur Ingram's
almshouses,
York. See: C. Gilbert, York Historian, x

(x976), 3x.

Brian Sprakes is a lecturer in art history with a special
interest in stained glass. This is one of a series of articles
stained and
on sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
painted glass in Yorkshire.

PAUL NASH'S

WINTER LANDSCAPE, IVER

MIRANDA STRICKLAND-CONSTABLE

Leeds City Art Gallery has been for many years the
fortunate possessor of several fine works by Paul
Nash (x889—
x946). There is The Shore of x9zy
(Fig. x), from that series of paintings made at
Dymchurch in the early zos, when the artist was
recovering from the horrors of the First World War
and he and his wife stayed on the Kent coast. Nash
drew and painted picture after picture of the tides
battling against the sea-walls; in the Leeds picture
the sea is for once calm and serene. We have also a
Still-life (Fig. z) in which he tried to come to terms
with the visual problems posed by Cubism. Then
there is the dream-like, Surrealist-influenced Circle
of the Monoliths (Fig. 3) which is less immediately
agreeable in colour than one expects from Nash,
more challenging in subject and manner than most
of the English public could accept in the x93os, and
fully charged with the extraordinary sense of the
ancient, and the romance of the English landscape
that we do expect. We have also a fair range of
drawings covering the period x9zo —
4o, culminating in the beautiful but tragic Bomber in the Wood
(Fig. 4).
However, before x98o we had no work dating
from before x9zo, and welcomed the opportunity
to acquire an early watercolour, Winter Landscape, Iver (cover illustration), from the collection
of the late W. A. Evill; a work which admirably
illustrates the transition from the artist's youthful
and tentative explorations to his mature style.
It is sometimes forgotten that before Paul Nash's
appointment as an official War Artist in x9xp, he
had never painted in oil; his work had been entirely
in black and white or in watercolour. A watercolour of the size and full colouring of Winter
Landscape was, therefore, for him at the time, a
'major'ork (it is fortunate for us that it is in an
excellent state of preservation, as the freshness,
even brilliancy of its colouring demonstrates).
This watercolour is traditionally believed to
have been made about x9x4. It is not dated, but it
was at one time in the collection of Lance
Sieveking,'ho knew Nash personally; and there

reason to doubt it as at least an
approximate dating, as it fits very well into the
artist's work of that period.
To begin
as in writing about Paul Nash's
work one must always begin
with the subject:
Winter Landscape is a view of part of the garden of
the house at Iver Heath, Buckinghamshire,
to
which his parents had moved from London, with
their young family in x9ox, when Paul was twelve
years old and his younger brother John, eight. Mrs
Nash had for long been in poor health (she died in
x9xo) and Paul often spent time away from home
in the care of kind relatives
he was used to
changes of scene, and landscape of different kinds
made a deep impression on him. The first such to be
recorded by him is that of Kensington Gardens,
near the family's London home; others in his early
years, besides Iver Heath, included the country
near Oxford, especially
around
Wittenham
Clumps, where he spent several summer holidays
with his family.
Nowadays it is usual to think of Paul Nash as
the landscapes can
primarily a landscape artist
either be exterior or interior (Figs x, z and 4) or
imaginary (Fig g), but in fact during his early years
as an artist he had to struggle hard to find himself in
this genre.
After failing the hopes of his family that he
would find a suitable career in either the Navy
a second possibility
as an architect (his
mathematical ability proved to be almost nonexistent), the young Paul enlisted at Chelsea
Polytechnic, and afterwards at a London County
Council school at Bolt Court in the City, to train as
an illustrator. At the age of twenty-one he gained a
place at the Slade School of Art, which he attended
for a little over a year. The emphasis in all these
schools was on figure-drawing,
and having
for the poems and
acquired an enthusiasm
drawings of Rossetti, his earliest known drawings,
for instance Angel and Devil in the Victoria and
Albert Museum, made in x9xo, often have figures
as their principal motif. (It is important
to
is no serious

—

—

—

—

—

or-

z Paul

Nash, The Shore (19a3), oil on canvas. Bought 1946

remember that the poems, both of Rossetti and of
William Blake, were as important to him as their
paintings or drawings. This, as Andrew Causey has
pointed out, is hardly surprising for a would-be
'illustrator'; it may have prompted him to aim for
that career in the first place. It was in this same
year, z9ro, that he began his correspondence with
the poet Gordon Bottomley, which was to last for
many years.) 4
While at the Slade, which he left in December
zytx, Paul Nash seems to have spent more and
more of his own time on landscape drawing.
During the following three years he was still (on the
evidence of surviving work) trying to feel his way,
but success was creeping up on him
he was
In t9tz (aged
becoming a 'promising'rtist.
twenty-three) he was given his first one-man show,
at the Carfax Gallery. In z9z3 he exhibited with
the New English Art Club (Roger Fry was reported
as having admired his work) and he and his brother
John shared an exhibition at the Dorien Leigh
Gallery, which Fry visited and from which both
Michael Sadler and Charles Rutherston bought
pictures.

—

2,4

In z9z4 further successes were rudely interrupted by the outbreak of war. The successes included
R g r Fry's acceptance of Nash as a member of the
'
Omega Workshops, which he had set up as a kin
ork
of artist-decorator agency, to provi 'd e pai'd wor
for artists-as-decorators to subsidise their private
activity as painters or sculptors. (This may well
have influenced Nash's work in the post-war years
'
aas designer of fabrics etc. for various commercia
and other enterprises, including Cresta Silks an d
London Transport.) Nash exhibited with the
Friday Club, met the poets Siegfried Sassoon and
W.H. Davies, the collector Edward Marsh (who
began to buy his work), and toured the Lake
District (visiting Gordon Bottomley) with Margaret Odeh, whom he was to marry in December
(they spent their honeymoon in Somerset). But in
September t9z4 war had broken out; Nas h
enlisted on the zoth.
He did not leave for France until February z9z y,
but was fully occupied in training and home
'litary duties during the intervening twenty-nine
months, and will have spent only brief interva s at
his father's home in Iver.

eg

z Paul Nash, Stilllife tuith Bog Cotton, oil on canvas. Bought x9yg

3 Paul Nash, Circle

of the

Monoliths, oil on canvas. Bought 1950

So when was Winter Landscape, Iver painted? If
right, it must have been either February,
or, say, November, after all the leaves had fallen.
Despite the glowing colours, I find it difficult to
believe that it could have been done before the
romantically curvaceous view of Thirlmere, exhibited in I9I4 and no doubt thought out, if not
actually executed, on the summer tour of that year.
Winter Landscape has also lost the slightly Art
Nouveau look (with its obvious romantic melancholy) of some works, such as Summer Landscape.s In some ways the clear, severe drawing of
the tree branches and the sharpness of the shadows
is closer to The Cherry Orchard, possibly of I9Ip;
(it has been suggested to me that this may be earlier
but it was in any case done when the War was far
advanced).
The question of dating is not just an academic
it has a bearing on the meaning of the
point
work. The sharpness of the drawing
notice

'I9I4's

—

—

—

especially the straight, rectilinear trellis and fences,
the square window panes
might reflect a feeling

z6

that life was now starker, something needing to be
was no longer a tolerable
faced; uncertainty
option. I would suggest that there is a wish to
record something to be held on to, preserved, in the
landscape of the English countryside: the tall elms,
the wheeling flock of rooks, the old barn across the
field. But they are not presented in the smudgy
summer of sunset glow with which George Clausen
would have invested them, but more perhaps with
a wish to clarify every actual specific detail.
As against this view of the work as a 'conservative'ecord of a view which held such an important
place in Nash's mind, in the year I9I4, it would
seem sensible to relate it to his preoccupations as an
artist, not only as seen in I 9 I 4 but in the context of
his later work as well.
The landscape
domestic, rural or gardenwas well established in Nash's work by I9I4. Some
of the works still included people: a distant figure
disappearing along a path, as in The Wanderer of
I9I I in the British Museum, or later, the lightly
outlined girl in The Steps of I92o—
2,3, a work

—

4 Paul Nash, Bomber in the Wood ( t 94o), watercolour.
Presented War Artists'dvisory Committee, t 947

which is in the same series as Leeds's The Shore.
Mostly though, and increasingly,
they were
un-peopled. The only moving creatures in Winter
Landscape are the birds; on the other hand the
trees seem to contribute to the feeling of a living
presence: some of them are bare, with the promise
of spring, shown for instance in the colour of the
row of poplars in the distance; some are determinedly
evergreen,
especially the foreground
fir-trees and bay-tree (it seems that the garden itself
was newly planted in r 9or, the year of the family'
arrival, so the firs, the bush and the nearby fruit
trees will have been about thirteen years old by this

time).
During the years preceding the war Nash had
made his way from a mystic/poetic/illustrative
mode of drawing towards an expression of private

feeling via a much more direct depiction of the
natural, visible world. The feelings, on the whole,
remained the same (it is interesting to note that in
this drawing are included motifs
the ladder, the
that were to occur in his later,
dividing trellis
overtly Surrealist work of the r9zos and ry3os)
and he seems at this point to have begun to realize
the advice given to him by his friend Gordon
Bottomley, who had written to him in t9to that
'the greatest mystery comes by the greatest
definiteness'.
So Winter Landscape, Iver may be not just the
result of a wish Paul Nash conceived to preserve a
view of his childhood home against the threats to
come, but another stage on his progress towards
his ability to express in visual form that 'sense of
place'emembered from his childhood.

—

—

5 PaulNash, Thirlmere(c. x9xy)
Birmingham Museums and Art Galleries

NOTES

x Andrew Causey, Paul Nash (x98o), Cat. No. xo6.
z Paul Nash, Outline (x949), pp. 57—
59.
Outline, pp. 33—
37.
Poet and Painter (x955) (see Bibliography).
Coll: Lord Goodman; Causey, x98o. Cat. No. 99; repr. Tate
Gallery (x975), Cat. No. 30.
6 Tate Gallery, London; Causey, x 98o, Cat. x 66, I L. 92.
Tate Gallery. p. x3 and n. 6 (see Nash's letters of x7
December x 9 x 3 and z 3 August x 9 x 3 to Gordon Bottomley).
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For anyone wanting insight into Paul Nash's mind and

attitudes, his autobiography of his early years, Outline
(Faber, x9y9) is a must, as is Poet and Painter: Being the

r8

Correspondence of Gordon Bottomley and Paul Nash
(Oxford University Press, x955). The earliest biography
is by Anthony Bertram, Paul Nash: The Portrait of an
Artist (Faber, x955).
The best short introduction
to Nash's work is
probably the catalogue of the exhibition 'Paul Nash't
the Tate Gallery, I 975, with introduction and catalogue
by Andrew Causey (abbreviated in notes above as Tate
Callery). The most recent volume, which contains a full
catalogue raisonne with illustrations, is Andrew Causey,
Paul Nash (x98o) (abbreviated in notes as Causey,
x98o). Both these include bibliographies of writings by
and about Nash.

HAMO THORNYCROFT'S PUBLIC
MONUMENTS
ELFRIDA MANNING

A major difficulty in assessing the scope and merit

of a sculptor's public work lies in its very stability.

i~

'rj
~~

Statues cannot be uprooted at will from their sites,
so without making an extensive world tour one
cannot hope to see more than a sample of the public
monuments
of Sir Hamo Thornycroft
(t85o —t9z5), one of the leading sculptors of the
late Victorian and Edwardian period.
Thornycroft had important work in India,
Australia, South Africa, Scotland and Ireland as
well as in England, some of which he himself never
saw in situ. We have, therefore, to rely greatly on
photographs, both those taken in his studio and
others taken locally on the site. Fortunately, in
Thornycroft's case many of the first category were
collected by him and frequently given his signature
as a sign of approval. These have remained in his
family and will shortly find a permanent home in
the splendid collection of photographs of sculpture
in the Witt Library at the Courtauld Institute of Art
in London.
In considering Hamo Thornycroft's large output
of public memorials we note that they nearly all
date from after his election in r888 as a full
member of the Royal Academy. An exception was
his General Gordon (Fig. t), a commission which
had come to him in the previous year through the
advocacy of three leading Academicians, Lord
Leighton, George Frederick Watts and Sir John
Everett Millais, despite a strong recommendation
'from the highest quarters'
believed to have been
the Prince of Wales
that it should be given to the
Queen's Sculptor-in-Ordinary,
the Austrian, Sir
Joseph Edgar Boehm.
Earlier in his career Thornycroft had built up a
high reputation, both with the public and his fellow
sculptors, on the strength of several 'ideal'r
imaginative works, notably, Lot's Wife (t8y8),
Artemis and her Hound (t 88 t —
8z.), Teucer (t 88z.)
and especially The Mower ( t 88'),'hich last had

—

t General Gordon
London

(t 888), bronze, Embankment Gardens,
2,9

1

z Lord Cu rzon o fKedles ton ( t 9 t z), bronze, Calcutta

brought him to the forefront of that movement in
which was dedicated to the idea of the Unity
of the Arts. Its first Chairman was the architect,
England which came to be known as The New
Sculpture
new because it broke with the old
John Belcher and Thornycroft was co-opted,
pseudo-classical school of Flaxman and Chantrey
together with Onslow Ford, to represent sculpture
on the Guild. An opportunity to put their principles
by introducing a new respect for natural form and a
new freedom in modelling akin to the work of the
into practice came when Belcher, who had been
fifteenth-century Florentines and their nineteenthchosen to design the new Institute of Chartered
Accountants building in Moorgate Place, London,
century counterparts in France.
his pioneering works were much
planned to decorate the facades with sculpture.
Although
admired, Thornycroft did not find them easy to
This resulted in Thornycroft being commissioned
in t889 to execute a long external frieze in high
sell, so, like other sculptors in England at that date,
he was forced to rely on public monuments for the
relief. It gave him the opportunity to show what
Workers'uild,
main part of his income. When he was elected
a full
could be done with a series of figures in modern
Academician his friend, Percy Macquoid, wished
garb bearing the tools of their trade, many being
him 'plenty of funerals in the front row'. His wish
portraits of the men who had worked on the
was fulfilled and following the success of his
building as well as some portraits of his own
Gordon commissions for memorials to departed
family. It was a considerable task for which he had
celebrities came to him in abundance.
the help of at least two assistant carvers.
A further impetus to the New Sculpture was
Thornycroft had a strong historical sense: some
the Art
given by the formation in t
of his happiest works are of historical figures. In a

—

88'f

30

lecture to the Academy students he pointed out that
a memorial statue should tell posterity something
not only about the character of the man but also
about the character of the age. In his own
Cromu ell in front of the Houses of Parliament, he
certainly achieved this; so, too, in his engaging
group of Dean Colet with two boy scholars, now at
St Paul's School, Barnes, in the imposing figure of
Gladstone in the Strand, portrayed in his robes as
Chancellor of the Exchequer, in the massive King
Alfred at Winchester, holding aloft his sword as the
sign of the Cross, and perhaps most impressively of
all in the magnificent monument to Lord Curzon at
Calcutta (Fig. z), with its attendant bronze groups
symbolizing the fine aspirations of the British Raj:
'Peace', 'Commerce', 'Agriculture'nd
'Famine
Relief'. A feature of these symbolic groups is the
frequent introduction of children into the composition. This was doubtless due partly to his fondness
of and sympathy with children and also to the
opportunity they gave for modelling from the
nude, which was his greatest delight.
Thornycroft's output in the early years of the
twentieth century was enormous, despite the fact

that he had little assistance. Between I9oI and
I9I6 he had eighteen important memorials
unveiled in different parts of the world. But the
First World War brought such commissions to an
abrupt end, except, of course, for memorials to
men killed in the war.
In his diaries Thornycroft often lamented that
these public works left little time for the imaginative work he loved, yet certain of the larger
monuments
gave scope for such work in the
symbolic groups that often surround the main
figure. He consoled himself by modelling little
bronze statuettes as 'Sculpture for the Home', with
the aim, he said, of 'displacing the blue plates on
the mantelshelf'. For these he made a great variety
of sketch models, of which only a few were cast in
limited editions by the lost-wax process. It was
work he immensely enjoyed: 'Perfect happiness',
he called it 'when one has a good idea for a figure'.
But these statuettes only supplement the work by
which his achievement is to be judged, namely, his
public monuments and large 'ideal'igures.

NOTES
r

These large works are at Leighton House, London; Eaton
Hall, Cheshire; the Tate Gallery and the Walker Att Gallery,
Liverpool, respectively.

Elfrida Manning is the author of a recent biography of
her father entitled Marble O'ronze The Art and Life of

Hamo Thornycroft, published in I 98 z. by Trefoil Books,
London, in association with The Henry Moore Centre
for the study of Sculpture, Leeds City Art Gallery. The
exhibition organized at the Centre, Hamo Thornycroft
The Sculptor at Work, was shown z3 March to 8 May,
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